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Mints, the silver nitrate process was run in conjunction with the gold chloride process. At New York, if the bullion received contains 850 or more gold per 1,000, it is passed directly to the gold cells. If it contains less than 850 per 1,000 of gold, it is passed through both processes,
tw In practice the deposits of bullion are so combined that the resulting melt will vary between 250 and -100 parts in 1,000 in gold, J20 parts base and the remaining parts silver. This melt, 3.800 ozs. troy, is poured into anodes 16 inches by 3 inches by \ inch thick, with a. .{-inch hole at one end for suspension in the electrolyte. Allowing the gold contents in the anodes to vary between the above limits reduces the clerical work, and is permitted by the process.
'"Each anode is placed inside a muslin bag, tied at the top, and then suspended in the electrolyte by a gold hook from the proper connection. The cells for the silver refining are 47 inches long, 2'J inches wide and 21 inches deep, and are made from vitreous arid-proof stoneware. The electrolyte contains about 12 per cent, free nitric aeid and 2 per cent, silver nitrate, and this proportion must f>e practicalk* maintained in order to keep other metals from plating on the cathode. The silver is plated on a thin strip of rolled silver, whieh is lilted out once in eight hours and the loosely adhering crystals scraped into a dish. The addition of glue to the electrolyte for preventing treeing has been discontinued. The portion of the crystals which fall to the bottom of the tank is regained periodically and added to 1 lie line silver output. This bottom silver runs almost as tine as that \\hidi is scraped from the cathodes. Tin1 silver and other soluble metals contained in tin* anodes are gradually dissolved by the action of the electric current sshile the gold remains as a coherent mass, retaining the shape ot the original anode, but of a, spongy nature and very easily broken. One oi tin* functions of the bag is to prevent these easily broken anodes from mixing' with the silver in the bottom of the cells. In general the bullion contains MO much base metal that the anode is very brittle and olfen breaks prematurely. This necessitates the use of the * horizontal cell.' in \\hich the anode and cathode lie. in a Iiorixontal position. The broken anode:- are transferred from the, vertical cells to the horizontal ones. The horizontal is Blower and requires more energy than the vertical cell. M» that it d<*e not replace the, vertical typo but supplements it.
c" A porcelain basin, \\itli a filler bottom, \< UMM| in tli'1 hori/<»ntul cells to hold the anodes, and the cathode is a graphite plate placed about I inches below the other pole. The deposited silver is taken <»uf periodically b\ means of scrapers and added to the line silver output. The product from tin* silver cells is from C,MW to nearly I.uuu fine, and if anv of fhi> product contain?, more than I pad of gold in .'jn.iiiin-parts of silver, it is re treated.
"The treatment of the foul electrolyte coit^t;- in the precipitation of the silver by metallic copper and regaining this copper,
*k There are two sets of III vertical cells, each in .-eric,', an-i*--^ the circuit of 11 volts. The current density is about f> amperes per square fui.f, although this varies considerably, according to the condition of the solutions and the nature of the anodes. The cells are placed on a lam* table built <>[ brick topped with soapstone slabs. The slabs are cuiintefMink, making a A in<*h rim around the whole table, thus preventim» drops of the electrolvfes from falling on the tloor. which is also made of soapMow ;-Iabs. The U\ o .series of horizontal cells are placed on a somewhat hiifiicr table of similar construe tion. A centrifugal hard rubber pump lif<> lite foul electrohfe (mm the

